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Executive Summary
Mulberry 21 is the name for concept design replicating the capabilities of the original Mulberry Harbors used during World War II to establish ports on D-Day beaches. The original Mulberry Harbor used concrete caissons and scuttled ships to create a breakwater and shelter the harbor from the open ocean. A floating causeway was developed to create a way to get cargo through the surf and to the beach. Mulberry 21 aims to redevelop the concept of a quickly deployable harbor ab initio using 21 st century technology.
The Mulberry 21 is a system of systems, consisting of breakwater and causeway sub-systems. The breakwater is an inflatable structure made of advanced composites and fabric. The deflated breakwater is stored flat on rolls that fit into ISO shipping containers. When prepared for deployment, the breakwater is unrolled from the stern of a ship and sunk to the bottom using steel ballast cables imbedded in the bottom of the breakwater. The breakwater is then filled and pressurized by pumps with seawater to create a water-filled barrier that provides protection from incoming waves. To recover the system, the process is reversed by pumping out the water and re-spooling the depressurized breakwater sections.
Each breakwater section is 100 feet long. The breakwater's fabric is a polyester weave coated with a vulcanized rubber that creates a rugged, watertight, lightweight structure that is resistant to seawater and UV deterioration. The structure is stiffened with carbon fiber bars to maintain the shape of the breakwater. A 12,000 GPM pump mounted on a floating pontoon fills the structure with water. The pumps will be mounted on both ends of every nine sections of breakwater. The section of the breakwater is inflated from the seafloor, which is initially sunk by steel ballast cables. The reduced seaway in the harbor then allows for the subsequent installation of the causeway system.
The causeway system is deployed after the breakwater is in place. The sections are lowered from the transporting ship and connected together. The sections are joined using a pneumatic piston-activated ball locking system. Once in place, water bags are lowered to the bottom via a centrally installed winch and inflated with seawater, jacking the sections out of the surf zone. The bottom of the column is weighted and moored by an anchored steel foot. The remaining lift capacity of the lift bags is provided by inflation using compressed air. Each section is held rigidly in place by a winch tensioning system in the column and three anchors. The anchors are either a spiral screw for soft bottoms or small explosive embedment anchors for solid surfaces.
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Introduction
The objective of this project was to conceptually design a rapidly deployable harbor system that can be deployed from a sealift ship. The harbor needs two sub-systems, a breakwater and a causeway system; the breakwater to calm the`` harbor and protect the causeway from the open sea and the causeway to bridge the surf zone.
The system must withstand all weather conditions and meet the transport requirements of the Marine Expeditionary Force. The harbor must handle a ship of 450 feet long with a 15-foot draft. The beach is assumed to be secure. It is also desirable that the system can be recovered and deployed multiple times. The causeway system must be adaptable to a variety of beach slopes and coastlines.
The concept stems from the Mulberry Harbors of World War II. Mulberry A and B were temporary harbors deployed on the beaches of Normandy to aid in transfer of troops and cargo. They were set up in three days using concrete caissons and scuttled ships to act as a breakwater and a floating roadway deck to act as a causeway. Mulberry A set up by U.S. Forces only lasted a few weeks because of poor mooring in a storm. Mulberry B lasted the duration of the war because the British forces had a proper mooring system. Some parts of the Mulberry are still in place today. A depiction of the setup of Mulberry B is shown in Figure 1 . 
Design Evolutions
Breakwater
The Mulberry 21 harbor was designed in two parts: the causeway and the breakwater. Many concepts were prepared for the breakwater but dismissed in the very early stages due to their inherent complexity or technical issues.
An inflatable breakwater was chosen because of its simplicity, ease of deployment, and lightweight transport. All other concepts were judged to be too heavy and complicated.
The breakwater's first design was a long, continuous seawater filled semi-circular profile tube that had a design length of about 900 feet. The profile shape was adjusted to a quarter-circle with a rectangular base to reduce the seawater needed to fill the structure. The advantage of the quarter circle shape is that it helps to promote the breaking of waves over the structure instead of transmitting energy through the structure. Cables are embedded in the base of the structure to sink the fabric structure to the seafloor for inflation.
To make handling of the breakwater more practical and versatile the individual section length was cut to 100 feet. For every 9 sections, there are two 12,000 GPM pumps to fill and maintain pressure in the breakwater. Carbon fiber shaping bars were added to ease the pressure on the fabric and maintain the shape of the breakwater. The breakwater is rolled off the stern of a ship for deployment and recovered in a similar manner. The final design concept is pictured in Figure 2 . 
Causeway
The causeway system went through several design iterations before deciding on the final design concept as shown in Figure 3 The design concept selected was based on the use of lift bags to elevate the causeway out of the surf zone as shown in Figure 5 . The low pressure, high surface area bags create a high supporting force while in compression. The concept is based on aircraft recovery cushions, designed to lift an aircraft fuselage in the event of an accident.
When deflated the system is practically flat and can be easily stacked. Using fabric instead of steel also saves on system weight.
Water would fill the lower bags to act as an anchor. Air would fill the rest of the system to lift the roadway. The actual roadway deck is constructed of pultrusion fiberglass. This was chosen over steel to reduce weight. The roadway section's dimensions would be 80 feet by 24 feet by 1.75 feet thick to remain similar in deck area to the current Improved Navy Lighterage System. 
Design
The design of the Mulberry 21 harbor system calls for the need of two sub-systems ( Figure 6 ). The breakwater is the first sub-system. The breakwater is used to calm the harbors waters and protect the causeway from the open sea. The causeway is used to bridge the surf and allow cargo transport from ship to shore. 
Breakwater
The long breakwater is the wall that protects the causeway and anything inside the harbor from the open sea. It is designed to absorb and disperse wave energy. Waves can exert huge forces on the breakwater and the breakwater must disperse the energy to protect the harbor. Table 4 details the forces that the breakwater must overcome. Figure 7 shows the breakwater section, which includes the ballasting cables and the carbon fiber shaping bars. The 100 foot long breakwater segments have a quarter circle section with a rectangular base profile. The selected profile resists a turning force of 153 tons, equivalent to a 28-foot wave as shown in Figure 8 . Anchoring would create a much higher sea state protection. A length of 100 feet was chosen because it was the upper limit able to be handled, based on the weight of the material and the size of the coil when the breakwater is retracted. When coiled, with a 1-foot center support, the material creates a coil approximately 56 inches in diameter. Table 1 shows the size comparisons of different size rolls. 
Material C
Several ba m secondary to elasticity because of a few points. The pressures induced in the breakwater by over pressure and hydrostatic loading are relatively small, exerting low stresses. This would suggest researching materials with less strength, however the breakwater is reliant on the concept that when pressurized it will become rigid. The material cannot have a high elasticity or it will stretch and not be able to sustain the design loads. natives, and are not buoyant. They are also natural fibers, which are not resilient ultraviolet light or seawater environments. t can be heat sealed and sewn together at connecting points creating a strong watertight vessel. Burst strength was calcula ction To inflate the breakwater, the pump needs the capacity to overcome thirty feet of water lying over 12,000 GPM. A commercially available representative pump is Supreme Protector is now available in a rubber-coated version tha ted with the hydrostatic pressure being 20 PSI, significantly less than the Supreme Protector's burst strength of 1000 PSI. Carbon bars were added to maintain shape. The breakwater sections are sub divided into three sections to aid damage survivability. A common tube connects these sections. depth while supp provided by Gator-Pumps. The pump is to be used on a floating trailer platform to the depth of thirty feet. This will fill nine 100 foot sections in about 12 hours. Two pumps would be added for nine sections for redundancy and to reduce fill time to six hours. A sketch of the pump is at Figure 9 .
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reakwater Deployment ployment begins with arrival of the lift ship into the theater of re 10:
Step 1 of the Breakwater Deployment.
B
The breakwater de operations. The breakwater is stored as coils in an FEU (Forty Foot Equivalent Unit). The breakwater section is removed from the FEU and brought to a stern ramp or stern deck. Anchors are dropped and the roll unspooled leaving the breakwater flat on the seafloor behind it. As the breakwater is deployed from the stern of the ship, the floating pontoon pump is also deployed with it ( Figure 10 ).
Figu
he floating 12,000 GPM pump is also off-loaded at both ends for every 9 sections to fill the
Pontoon Floating Pump
T breakwater. The anchor cables go beyond the edge of the section to aid in discharge and recovery. Anchor cables are the only connection point between the breakwater sections as shown in Figure 11 . E tion holds approximately 960,000 gallons of seawater. The breakwater sections can be distributed to any configuration because of the relatively small length, making it adaptable to any coastline. This setup is depicted in Figure 12 . 
Roadway Barg
The roadway dec easily transportable. Each section has dimensions of 80 ft x 24 ft x 1.65 ft. The sections are made of a structural member consisting of a fiberglass material, created using a Pultrusion process to reduce cost when compared to other composites. The roadway grating deck, to The causeway is raised out of the surf zone by a series of hybrid lift bags ( Figure 13 ). The lift bags are extended from the floating barge roadway deck to the seafloor by a winch tensioning system and sunk by the attached steel anchor foot. The anchor foot is the area of the weight of the barge. These features are shown in Figure 16 . The internal structure is a box frame with five horizontal stiffeners with a cross-section of 0.5m x 0.06m. The stiffeners are sandwiched between two Pultrusion plates the have a cross-section of 10m x .06m as shown in Figure 17 . The Extren® deck plating is fastened to the top of this sandwich structure. s a pipe attached to the bottom to create a small contact surface area with he adjust the seafloor up, i p valve is ounted i f 7 psi t ent allows for the lift bag column and ha the seafloor. This anchors the bag and also provides support for the column. The bag is filled with water until the bag reaches above the surface, up to 8.8 meters in height under the current design. The radius of the column is 2.7 meters when inflated. Additional height is provided by compressed air in the bags. The lift capacity of these bags is 120 tons at 7 psi. The bags are filled sequentially using a pressure release valve. The bags are filled from the bottom, and a pressure valve opens once the desired 7 psi is obtained, allowing for the filling of the next bag. The tensioner keeps tension on the foot making the column a rigid structure. The bags are made from the same material as the breakwater; a vulcanized rubber coated Supreme Protector (UHMW-PE-512WE). The anchor foot connects to the tensioning system to keep the columns in compression after inflation. This helps to create a rigid structure. The foot also drags the bag to the bottom for filling and raises the bags for recovery. The anchor foot has a high surface area plate to create solid surface for the columns to stand on. Also under the foot is a short pipe section. This a pipe section creates a low surface area that will drive itself into the seafloor under the pressure of the lift bags to aid in anchoring the column at the base. A picture of this is shown in Figure  16 . 
Ball-Joint System
The roadway sections use a ball-joint locking system similar to the INLS (Improved Navy Lighterage System) joint system as depicted in Figure 18 and Figure 19 . The locking systems are the only steel components on the roadway deck. The operation for the joint system he roadway sections are brought together; there is a three second delay commences when t where they can be joined before surface interactions move the sections apart again. To lock the sections a pneumatic piston forces a ball out and into a corresponding seat on the other section, locking them together. A pneumatic system was instead of hydraulics, as used on the INLS, because of weight. There are four piston and ball systems per section, each located at
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one end to ensure solid locking of the joint. Up to four sections can be connected together before surface interactions will force them apart. 
Size
The final dimensions of the causeway sections are 80 ft x 24 ft x 1.65 ft. This deck area is close to the current INLS so the transportation characteristics would be similar. Table 3 shows the final breakdown of weights. The final weight of the entire section is 18 long tons. The estimate is based on current vendor information and the weights of the DARC system (Deschamps Aircraft Recovery Cushion), which is the basis for the lift bag columns. 
auseway Deployment
The causeway sections are transported by ship to the sheltered harbor area. The ctions are craned off the deck of the ship and into the water as depicted in Figure 19 - Figure   Item Weight ( Section Size 80 ft x 24 ft x 1.65 ft The anchors are then set and connected to the sections. The final step is to inflate the lift bag columns. The anchors and the tensioning system stiffen the columns to prevent sway of the roadway deck. When the bags are inflated and anchors tight, offload can begin. The method of connecting sections provides flexibility for adapting to the coastline and allows for alterative pier head configurations as shown in Figure 22 , as well as including the standard trident-docking scenario shown in Figure 23 . If the bags are inflated to different heights on one end, a loading ramp can be created for landing craft to drop their cargo quickly he ramps are depicted in Figure 23 .
. T 
Survivability
If a column suffers damage, only the bag affected will deflate because of the dump alve system between bags on the lifting column. Several damage scenarios have been nalyzed around a joint and Figure 24 presents these scenarios. The Survivability depends on oth corners around a joint are supported. The joint itself will withstand the shearing force as ng as both side of the joint are supported. 
Anchoring
Anchoring on the causeway is accomplished by using 5 set anchor locations to two of anchors, depending on the seafloor. For softer seafloors, a screw anchor has 
Model Testing
Two conceptual m first was the breakwater conc project, a miniature water fill exercise ball represented the wavem filled structure is rigid enough to The test also showed that the curv instead of slammi breakwater.
18 odel tests were conducted to prove the Mulberry 21 concept. The ept. Using the inflatable bag developed by the 2007 MOSES ed breakwater was pressurized as pictured in Figure 28 . An aker in the pool. The test showed qualitatively that a water create a breakwater and absorb the energy from the waves. ed top of the breakwater induced the waves to break over it ng against the side of the breakwater, reducing energy to be absorbed by the 
.0 Summary
Several concepts for a highly deployable harbor have been investigated and inflatable ructures were chosen to facilitate deployment, installation, and recovery. Inflatable structures three filled with wat concept of the hybrid column, and that the high surface area and low pressure can support large weight. It also showed that as soon as the water column breaks the surface, the column acts as an anchor. The test also showed the need for the tensioning system. Without the column in sufficient compression, the roadway will experience motions due to wave interaction. te new technologies and do what the orig o in both scale and function, but tability. This is achieved by using composite technology and ures. The Mulberry 21 concept could be a valuable asset for cargo unloading in e future Navy and has the flexibility to adapt to changing theaters. The final working harbor shown in Figure 29 .
There are several risks involved with using the concepts presented in this report. One is e Supreme Protector's adhesion process. The rubber-coated material has not been tested in e heat sealing and sewing processes.
Another is the fact that the original lift bag concept was developed from the Deschamps ircraft Recovery Cushion, or DARC system. This has not been designed and demonstrated r a marine application, nor was it intended for a hybrid system, as it is only filled with air.
ecommendations for Future Work
There are several features in the Mulberry 21 that need further design development ork to create a fully operational system. One is to develop better anchoring operations, such s investigating embeddable explosive anchors further for hard surface anchoring. Also the hould be developed. While a filling sequence has been devised, a system that umns at once could be developed. s commended by Supreme Protector.
A simple, lightweight, rapidly deployable and recoverable harbor system concept has been developed. The Mulberry 21 harbor system uses two sub-systems to make the whole system. The sub-systems are the breakwater and the causeway. Both incorpora inal Mulberry Harbors can d allow for recoverability and por inflatable struct th is th th A fo R w a filling sequence s could raise all col Scale model tests should be conducted on both the breakwater and causeway to test storm survivability. Materials should also be tested to show that they could be used for this application such as the DARC system in a marine environment and the adhesion proces re 
